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Viscous incompressible time-dependent flow through a two-dimensional channel 
of finite cross section is considered. The well-posed theorem for this problem has 
remained open in the past because flux carrying velocity fields possess infinite 
energy. We resolve this issue by constructing a suitable infinite energy vector 
field and seeking the solution of the Navier-Stokes problem as a finite-energy 
perturbation of this vector field. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical theory of viscous incompressible flow through 
unbounded channels has many applications in engineering science. A well- 
posed theorem for the Navier-Stokes equations in such geometries is 
essential for devising numerical schemes [8, 271, for understanding the 
nonlinear dynamics of turbulence [28, 241, and also in optimal control 
theory [25, 231. Besides a few simple examples uch as the Poisseuille flow 
and Jeffery-Hamel flow, very little theory can be found in the classical 
literature [20, 4, 13, 271. In the past 15 years, however, major advance- 
ments on this subject have been accomplished by various authors. The 
theory of steady flow past channels of various kinds has been reported in 
[l-3, 12, 22, 21, 14, 19, 15, 163. These papers dealt with the existence, 
regularity, and farfield decay of generalized solutions. In [14, 213, 
time-dependent flow through three-dimensional channels with outlets that 
diverge at infinity has been studied. The above studies, however have not 
covered the following two important cases: 
(I) Time-dependent flow through two- and three-dimensional 
channels with finite cross section. 
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(II) Time-dependent flow through two-dimensional channels with 
outlets that diverge at infinity. 
In this paper, we will prove a unique solvability theorem for the two- 
dimensional case of problem (I). Using similar methods, it is possible to 
show that a similar theorem holds for the three-dimensional case up to a 
maximal time determined by the size of the flux and the Reynolds number. 
The method we use in this paper has the potential of being useful in 
resolving problems of type (II) also because an outlet of constant 
divergence angle 8 (in the Z-plane) can be conformally mapped onto an 
outlet of constant width (in the W-plane) by the transformation 
Z = exp(BW). These topics will be adressed in a future paper. 
Let us first see, using heuristic arguments, why problems (I) and (II) 
posed difficulties in the past. Solvability theory for the time-dependent 
Navier-Stokes problem is usually treated using the method of Hopf [ 1 l] 
which relies on energy estimates (L’-methods) of the solution. Hence, if the 
solution is supposed to have infinite energy (does not belong to L*-space), 
then the traditional methods fail. For channels of finite cross section, in 
order for the net flux to be nontrivial, the velocity field should not decay 
to zero at infinity (upstream and downstream). Such a velocity field would 
have infinite energy. Similar situations occur in two-dimensional channels 
with constant but nontrivial divergent angle (of 0,) at infinity (see 
Fig. (1)). 
To see this, note that if the net flux of the velocity field II is a(t) then 
across any cross section r we have 
s 
usndS=u(t), 
I- 
where n is the normal to the curve f and dS is length element. For the 
radial flow at far field, this becomes 
s 
00 
ur d0 = a(t) 
0 
FIG. 1. Channels that diverge at infinity. 
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and hence u should decay like l/r (inverse of radius). If we now compute 
the energy (L*-norm) in the sector (0, 0,) x (rO, R), 
= CO, ln( R/r,) -+ co asR-+co. 
Thus the energy in such a channel flow is infinite if a(t) is nonzero. The 
corresponding three-dimensional problem with strictly divergent outlets 
(resolved in [14, 211) involves finite-energy velocity fields because in this 
case the flux-carrying vector fields decay like r-* at infinity. Note, however, 
that the three-dimensional domains with nondivergent outlets (outlets of 
finite diameter at infinity) involve infinite energy as observed earlier. Thus 
to summarize, flux-carrying solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations of 
classes I and II defined above possess infinite energy. 
Let us now provide an outline of the paper. In Section 2, we formulate 
the mathematical problem and state the main theorem. This theorem 
establishes that, for a given flux rate cc(t) with square integrable derivative 
CX~, there exists a unique generalized solution u(x, t) to the Navier-Stokes 
equations. In Section 3, a divergence-free vector field (of infinite energy) 
that carries nontrivial net flux through the channel is constructed using the 
heat equation. In Section 4 we characterize various operators used in this 
paper. A priori estimates for the solutions of the full Navier-Stokes 
problem are obtained in Section 5 using the regularity properties of the 
basic vector field. In Section 6, the uniqueness theorem is established. In 
Section 7, we prove the existence theorem for the generalized solution. As 
explained earlier, Hopf’s method [ 1 l] fails for this problem because of 
finite-energy solutions. However, we have shown that it does apply to the 
perturbation velocity field obtained as the difference between the total 
velocity and the basic vector field constructed in Section 3. In this way we 
look for an unknown vector field of finite energy which is the difference 
between a known and an unknown vector field both of infinite energy. In 
Section 8, we present a mathematical characterization of the pressure field. 
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let us begin with a precise definition of the class of channels to be 
analyzed. 
DEFINITION 1 (Admissible Channel Domain). A simply connected open 
set 1;2 c R2 with C” boundary 852 consisting of two disconnected com- 
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FIG. 2. Admissible channel domain. 
ponents aQ, and XJ2, is called an admissible channel domain (see Fig. 2), 
if it is the union of three disjoint sets Sz, u 0, u O2 defined in the following 
way. Or and O2 are two semi-infinite strips of width d, and d,, respec- 
tively. These two straight channels are smoothly (not necessarily coaxially) 
joined by a bounded domain Q, such that I~Q, u XJ, = aQ E C”. 
We will consider the problem of accelerating viscous incompressible fluid 
from rest to a given flux rate through such channels. The mathematical 
problem is to find (u, p): Q x [0, T] + R* x R such that the momentum 
equation 
ur+u.Vu= -Vp+vAu in Q x (0, T), (1) 
the incompressibility condition 
v.u=o in 52 x (0, T), (2) 
the nonslip boundary condition on the channel walls 
u(x, t) =o on f3Q x [0, T], 
the initial condition 
u(x, 0) = 0, XER, 
and the flux condition 
(3) 
(4) 
I u.ndS=a(t), Vt E [0, T] with a(0) = 0 (5) I- 
are satisfied. Here u the velocity field, p the pressure field, v > 0 is the 
coefficient of kinematic viscosity and r is any cross-sectional curve cutting 
the channel (in other words, any rectifiable curve connecting the two 
components 812, and 852, without being tangent to either of them). 
Let us now state the main result of this paper. 
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THEOREM 1 (Main Theorem). Suppose that the flux rate satisfies the 
smoothness condition 
5 
r 
cr;dt<C(T) 
0 
(6) 
for some prescribed T. Then each such CI(. ) will correspond to a unique vector 
field u(x, t) with the following properties: 
(1) 
sup 1 111(x, t)-w(x, t)i2dx+vj’l‘ IV(u-w)l’dxdt 
rE[O,T] 0 0 R 
for some solenoidal vector field w(x, t) that vanishes on the boundary as2 and 
carries the prescribed flux 
I w*ndS=cr(t). (8) r 
(II) Equations (l)-(5) are satisfied in the generalized sense (in the 
sense of distributions). 
This theorem in its rigorous form is proved in Sections 6 and 7. Let us 
now introduce the functional framework that is used in this paper. 
Cz (Q) = the space of infinitely differentiable vector fields 
with compact support in 52, 
H~(Q)={q5:Q-+R2;+5~L2(Q),V~~L2(SZ)andq51,,=0}, 
j(Q)={~:Q+R2;~EC~(Q)andV.q5=0}, 
H = Completion ofj(Q) in the L’(Q) norm, 
V = Completion ofj(Q) in the H’(Q) norm. 
For the admissible channel domains, we have the following results 
[14, 193: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let $2 c R2 be an admissible channel domain then, 
H= {~:Q+R2;~~L2(Q);V~~=Oand~.n~,,=O} (9) 
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und 
v= 1. (10) 
If we identify H with its dual H’ = Y(H; R) using the Riesz representa- 
tion theorem, we obtain the continuous and dense embedding 
VcH=H’cV’. 
Note, however, that (unlike in bounded domains) the embedding V c H is 
not compact since 52 is unbounded. Poincarit’s lemma holds for admissible 
channel domains, 
and, hence, in V the norm of H’(Q) is equivalent to that obtained by the 
Dirichlet integral I/ V# 1) L2CR). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF BASIC VECTOR FIELD 
In this section, we will construct a divergence free vector field w(x, t) in 
Q which vanishes on CUB and carries the prescribed flux a(t) through the 
channel. We should note that this “constructed” vector field need not 
satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations in D although it does in 0, and in O2 
due to the nature of the construction used. Our method can be described 
as follows. Using the solution of the one-dimensional heat equation, a 
vector field is constructed in each of the straight channel outlets Oi 
and 0,. We then smoothly join these two vector fields by constructing a 
smooth extension in Q,. In 0, and O2 the vector field will have only one 
component, namely in the direction of the axes of the outlets. In Q,, 
however, in general both components of w will be nonzero. Let us now 
consider one of the outlets, say O2 and assume for simplicity that the width 
of the channel is unity (see Fig. 3). 
We define 0, as O2 = ((x, y)~ (0, co) x (0, l)}. We seek a divergence- 
free vector field in the form w(x, y, t) = (wi (y, t), 0) and a scalar field 
P(x, t) such that 
-$lb. t)-v$w,(r, t)= --&P(x, t)=f(t) in 02x(0,T), (11) 
w,(O, t)=w,(l, t)=O 
w,(y,O)=O 
for t E [0, T], (12) 
for y~(0, 1) (13) 
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FIG. 3. Outlet 0,. 
and 
i 
1 
WI (.J4 t) 4 = a(t) for t E CO, T] (14) 
0 
with x(0) =O. Here the function f(t) needs to be determined from the 
prescribed flux x(t). To resolve this problem we first write down the 
solution of system (1 1 )-( 13) in terms of f(t) and then use condition (14) 
to evaluatef(t) in terms of a(t). The solution of (11~(13) is standard [6] 
and is written as 
wl(Y,1)=: f {~~~(~)~exp(-v(2n+1)‘n2(r-r))dr) 
n=l 
x sin( 2n + 1) 7cy. (15) 
Thus (14) becomes 
a(r) = j-’ h(t - t)f(z) dq 
0 
(16) 
where 
h(t)=-$ f l 
n=I P+ lJ2 
exp( - v(2n + 1)2 n2t). 
Note that Vt > 0, h(t) <h(O) = 1. We differentiate (16) to obtain 
(18) 
Denoting h,(l - r) as H(t - t) we obtain the Volterra integral equation of 
the second kind for the determination off( .) in terms of a,( .), 
(19) 
409/168/l-18 
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LEMMA 1. Let a,( .)E L’(O, T) be given. Then there exists a unique 
solution f( .) E L2(0, T) for the integral equation (19) in the form 
f(t)= f C~%l(t), (20) 
l7=0 
where X is defined by 
[-xll/](t)= - j;H(t-r)t&)dr. (21) 
Proof We begin with the convolution (21) and apply Young’s 
inequality [7] to obtain 
llC~mh~o,T6 IlJwNl.~(O,., lI~IIL+J,T). 
Hence, defining 
P := IIW.)Il Ly,,, T) d h(O) - h(T) = 1 - h(T) < 1, 
we obtain 
IIC~ll/l(~)IIL~(O,T)~P ll~/lLqo,T)7 VI) E L’(O, T). 
Now we define a map F by 
CUl(t) = a, + [m-l(t)* 
(22) 
(23) 
Consider approximate solutions fo,fi ,f2, . . . . for (19) obtained by 
fo(t) = a,(t) 
and 
fn(t)= CUn-Il(th n = 1, 2, . . . . 
These approximations satisfy 
f,(t)= i CJf’4(t) 
I=0 
and 
f,(t) -fn- ,(t) = C~“all(f). 
We use (22) to estimate 
(24) 
IIf,(.)-f,~1(.)IIL2~0,~)~pn Il~,llL~,o,r~ with p<l. 
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From this, we can deduce by the Banach contraction mapping theorem, the 
existence of a unique fixed point f( .) E L*(O, T) to the map 9 such that 
and 
)\mm II St . 1 -f, (. III L2(o. T) = 0 (25) 
CFfl(t) =f(t)= F C~“%l(f). I (26) 
n=O 
Let us now go back to the system (11 k( 14) and note that a given 
CI, E L2(0, T) corresponds uniquely to a solution w, ( ., .) given by (15) and 
(20). Moreover, P is given by 
m, t) = -xf(t) +s(t), (27) 
for some arbitrary scalar function g(t) (which can be set to zero). The 
regularity of w, can be verified by estimating (15): 
THEOREM 2. Let a, E L*(O, T) be given. Then the solution (w,, P) of 
(1 1 )-( 14) is unique and 
w1 E L*(O, T; H;(O, 1) n H2+‘(0, 1)) n C( [0, T]; H;(O, 1)) 
and 
dtwl E L2(0, T; H”(0, 1)) for 06E-c 4. 
Proof: We only need to verify the regularity. Let us denote by a? the 
Friedrich’s extension of the operator - 3: to HA(O, 1) n HZ(O, 1). Then 
from (15) it is easy to verify that 
=C(n) f (2n+ l)*+*’ 
n=l //I 
df(T)exp(-v(2n+l)*n’(rr))drl/* 
L2(0. T) 
<C,(n, T, v) f (2n+ l)-‘+*’ ~~f(')I&O,T)' 
" .= I 
by Young’s inequality. Thus noting that x:,“= 1 (2n + 1))2f2E < co for E < f 
we obtain 
5 TII~L+ri2w1)lt(0,1)dt<~. 0 
This also implies that jl(I JzP’~~, w, II ~2~o,,j dr < 00. 1 
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FIG. 4. Domain .d’,,. 
Let us now describe a method to extend the constructed flux carriers in 
Oi into the domain 8, in a smooth manner. Let 8, be an open subset of 
52 with compact closure and such that Q2, c 6, c G?. Moreover, afi, is of 
class C” (see Fig. 4). 
PROPOSITION 2. 3 a vector field 6: 6, x [0, T] --+ R2 in the form 
* = ($,, - 4,) for some stream function $ such that 
v.i%=o in 6, x (0, T) 
in the sense of distributions and 
6(x, t) =o, tE:(O, T),x=(x,y)EaB,nas2, 
fiv(x, t) = (wi”(Y, t), Oh tE(0,T),x=(x,y)Ef3b,nOi,i=l,2 
in the sense of trace. Here w(li’ denotes the solution of the heat equation 
constructed in Oi. Moreover, 
ii E L2(0, T; H*(b,)) n C( [0, 7’1; H’(h,)) 
with a,& E L’(O, T, Hp’(dO)). 
This result can be deduced from the well-known method of extending the 
boundary data (with zero net flux) into the domain as a solenoidal vector 
field (see, for example, [13]). We note here that the regularity of the 
boundary data corresponds to that obtained in the solution of the heat 
equation, 
++ Iado E L2(0, r; H”“(a6,)) n C( [0, T]; H’(%&,)) 
and 
d,* I a~, E L2(0, r; HW%d, OQ&<$. 
We actually will obtain slightly better regularity for % in fi, than what is 
stated in Proposition 2 but it will not be needed in this paper. 
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We will now use 6 in 8, and w(,‘) in Oi, i= 1,2 to construct the desired 
vector field w in 52. Let IcIci)(y, t) be the stream function corresponding to 
the vector field (w(li)(y, t), 0) in Oi. That is w(li)=8,ijci) and 3,ll/“‘=O. 
Note that with this definition, if we set tici) jYzO = 0 on the lower wall of Oi 
then on the upper wall of Oi we obtain $(‘) ly=, = cc(t). This follows from 
the flux relationship 
ct(t)=j’ wi’)dy=jl a,lpdy. 
0 0 
Moreover, $1 dR2ndd = a(t) and $ JdR, n aa = 0 again by the flux condition. 
Let A(. ): R -+ (0, 1) be a C” function such that, 
40= y i 
for i<O 
for 0 < so < i, 
where co is a small number. Such a function can be easily constructed by 
mollifying a step function. Let us now define 
ccl(x, Y, t) = (1-W)) $(x, Y, t) + 4x1 V’(Y, 2) in BouOi, i= 1,2. 
Here the (x, y)-coordinate system is different in each of the outlets and 
chosen so that in Oi, x-axis is directed along the line of symmetry and 
directed outward from Q,. In this way we obtain a stream function which 
takes the value t&x, y, t) in Q. and smoothly becomes tj(‘) in Oi. Note that 
on the lower wall 8Q1 we have I/ = 4 = @ = 0 and on the upper wall 8Q2 
we have $ = I,& = tii = a(t). 
The desired divergence free basic vector field is thus obtained as 
w = (a,$, --a,$). A similar extension can be constructed for the scalar 
field P so that in Go, PEL’(O, T; H’(Q,)) and becomes -of smoothly 
in Oi. 
Let us now note some of the properties of the constructed basic field w: 
(I) jr w. n dS = cr(t) where r is any cross section of the channel, 
(II) w(x, t) = 0, for x E 852 and t E [O, T]. 
(III) In Do, w satisfies w E L*(O, T; H*(O,)) n C( [O, T-J; H’(Qo)) 
with w,EL*(O, T; H-‘(O,)). This means, in Go, 
w, - vdw + w .Vw E L*(O, T; H-+2,)). (28) 
(IV) In Oi (actually in Oi\fio) w(x,y, t) becomes w(‘)(y, t) and 
hence satisfies properties (I), (II) above and also, since w(,‘)E 
C’KO, Tl; H’(O, 1 )I, 
SUP I w(x, r)l = 
(x. 1) E 0, x (0, T) 
(., t)G(y (o T) I WYYYY t)l GPli< a. 
b, ,x, 
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Moreover, since wji) E t2(0, T, H’(O, l)), 
Note, however, that since in 0,, w \” is independent of x (the axial 
direction), we have 
SC I 
I s ( w’,“( y, t)12 dydx = m 0 0 
and 
s s x 'la vw\i)(y, ?)I* dydx= a. 0 0 
Hence the constructed vector field w (for almost all time) has infinite 
energy II w II L~(n) and infinite dissipation I\ VW )I L~cnj in Sz. 
(V) Note finally that in Oi (actually in Oi\fio), 
w,-vAw+w.Vw$VP=O. (29) 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STOKES OPERATOR AND 
OTHER RELEVANT LINEAR AND MULTILINEAR OPERATORS 
Let us first define the Stokes operator for the two-dimensional admissible 
channel domain and analyze its properties. We will denote by a( ., .) the 
symmetric bilinear form 
a(u, v) = j Vu .Vv dx. (30) 
n 
We define the Stokes operator A and its domain D(A) in the following 
way. Given u E V, if there exists an element g E H such that 
4u, v) = (g, v),, VVEV, 
then we say u E D(A) and Au = g. Using the Schwartz inequality we obtain 
the continuity of the bilinear form as 
l~~~,~~l~ll~ll.ll~ll,, vu, v E v. 
Now, noting that Poincart’s inequality (I u /I L~cQj < C,(Q)11 Vu II Lz(n) holds 
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for admissible channel domains, we obtain the coerciveness (V-elliptic) 
property as, 
44 u) = IIVU II $(Q) 3 C(Q)11 uII ‘,9 VUEV. 
Now, since the form a( ., .) is symmetric, continuous, and positive 
definite, we have the following standard results [26]. 
PROPOSITION 3. There exists a self-adjoin& regularly accretive onto map 
2 E P’(D(&; H) such that 
4u, v) = (A”& v),, VUED(A), VVEV 
with D(a) c V dense. Moreover, it is possible to extend this operator as an 
isomorphic onto map 
a E Y(V; V’) 
such that 
4u, v)= <& v)v. Y, vu, VEV. 
The operators A” and a are different Friedrichs extensions of the classical 
Stokes operator. In the remainder of the paper, both of these operators will 
be denoted by A. It follows from a general theorem of Lions Cl73 that 
V = D(A’/2). Let us now prove a regularity theorem. This will give us an 
explicit representation of D(A). 
THEOREM 3. Let Q be an admissible channel domain. Then, for a given 
g E R(A) = H, the Stokes problem of finding (u, p) : Q + R* x R such that 
-Au+Vp=g in Q 
v.u=o in 52 
uldR=o, ~+Oas(x~-*ooinO~ 
and 
s u.ndS=O, r 
has a unique solution u that satisfies 
Moreover, if we define the graph norm 
II u II D(A) = II u Il~~nj + II Au llscn), VUED(A) 
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then 3C > 0 such that, 
c II ” II H*(n) 6 II ” II D(a) d II ” II H*(P). (31) 
ProoJ Existence and uniqueness of u E D(A) c V have been established 
earlier. Let us analyze the regularity. For ge R(A) = H, the following 
fundamental estimate holds for arbitrary unbounded domains [13], 
with 
II D2” II L*(n) Q C,( II g II LZ(Q) + II V” II G(a)) (32) 
g=Au. 
Moreover, since UEV and 
a(u, v) = (g, v), VVEV, 
we have, setting v = u, 
a(u, u) = II Vu II iqn) = (g, “I= (A”, “)L*(Q). 
Hence, by the Schwartz inequality, 
II V” II Lqa) G II ” II 2’2:D) II A” II Zi:cnp Vu E D(A). (33) 
From the above estimate and (32) we can also obtain 
II D2” II L*(a) 6 C,( II A” II ~(a) + II ” II I). 
Hence 
CII” II H*(o) 6 II ” II D(A)’ 
(34) 
The reverse inequality is immediate since Au = -P,du, VUED(A), where 
P,: L2(Q) --) H is the orthogonal projection operator. 1 
Let us define a trilinear form 
(35) 
LEMMA 2. The form b( ., ., .) : V x V x V + R continuously. Moreover, 
Vu, v, $ E V we have 
Mu, v, 4) = - b(u, 4, v) and b(u, v, v) = 0. 
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Proof: We have by Holder’s inequality 
b(u, v, I) < II u II L4(0) II vv II Lqn) II4 II L4(0). 
We will now use the following well-known inequality [13] which is oalid 
for arbitrary unbounded domains, 
II u II L4(Q) d c II u II ;/:ca, II vu II 2/:(R), VuEH;(S2). 
This gives 
From this we obtain 
I b(u, v, 411 < C* II u II v II v I/ v II 4 II v, vu, v, 4 E v. 
We now note that by simple integration of b( ., ., .) by parts, 
b(u, v, 4) = -b(u, 4, v) 
and 
b(u, v, v) = 0, vu, v, 4 ED-J). 
Hence these results also hold Vi, v, u E V due to the continuity of the 
trilinear form and the density ofj(Q) in V. 1 
LEMMA 3. There exist continuous bilinear operators, B( -, I ) : V x V + V’ 
andB*(.,+):VxV+V’such that 
b(u, v, 4) = (B(u, v), b>v’x Y= (B*(K 4), u)v’x v, vu, v, 4 E v. (37) 
Moreover, 
II B(u, v)ll v’ 6 Cll u II ;/2:n, IIWl~4&, Ilvll;&, lIWly&,~ (38) 
II B*(v, #MI v’ d c II vv IlLQ2) II 4 II 2/:cn, II Vd II Z&2,9 (39) 
and 
B*(v, 4) = -B*(#, v), V@, v E v. (40) 
Proof: The continuity estimate for the trilinear form and the results of 
the previous lemma gives us the required results using Riesz representation 
theorem. 1 
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Let w: Q :-+ R* be a vector field such that V. w = 0 in the sense of 
distributions, w 1 SR = 0 in the sense of trace and 3 numbers pii> 0, i = I,2 
and j = 0, 1,2 such that 
and 
sup I w(x)1 G Pro, suP I w(x)l G Pljv j= 1,2, (41) 
\-cc20 xeo, 
II VW II LZ(Q) G820, suP Ivw(x)l Gb2j2 j= 1,2. (42) 
XEO, 
Note that w 4 V and also w # H. We will now obtain properties of the forms 
b( ., w, .) and b(w, ,, .). 
LEMMA 4. b(w, ., .): V x V + R continuously and satisfies, 
(i) b(w, u, v) = -b(w, v, u), vu, VEV (43) 
and 
(ii) b(w, u, u) = 0, VUEV. (44) 
Proof. Using (41) we estimate 
Hence, also 
I b(w, u, v)l 6 (Pm + P,, + P12)ll u II v II v II v, vu, VEV. (46) 
Now, note that (i) and (ii) hold Vu, v~j(Q) and hence they are valid Vu, 
v E V by the continuity of b(w, ., .) and the density ofj(Q) in V. [ 
LEMMA 5. The form b( ., w, . ): V x V -+ R continuously. 
Proof. Using (40) we obtain, 
d/&O IlUlIL4(i2) llVllL4(Q)+ i b2k IIUlIL2(Q, IlvI/L2,G). 
k=l 
Thus 
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We also obtain 
I b(u, w9 VI 6 (820 + P21 + 822)ll uII v II v II v1 vu, VEV. 1 (48) 
LEMMA 6. 3 a continuous linear operator B1 (w) E ,W(V; V’) such that 
0) NW, u, VI= <B,(w)u, vjv. cr, vu, v E v. 
Moreover 
(ii) (B, (WI u, v> v’xv=-(B,(w)v,u) y’x VP vu, VEV. 
Proof: Since the form b(w, u, v) satisfies estimate (46), we have by the 
Riesz representation theorem that 3B, (w) E P’(V; V’) such that 
Mw,u,v)= <B,(w)u,v)v~.v, vu, VEV. 
Property (ii) then follows from the property (43). 1 
LEMMA 7. 3 continuous linear operators B2(w) E Y(V; V’) and B*(w)* E 
Z(V’; V) such that 
6) (B2(~)~,~)~.v=(~,B2(w)*v)~.v=~(u,w,v), vu, VEV. 
Moreover, 
(ii) II B2(~)llyp(v; ,,,) = II h(w)* l19cv.i ,,) 6 c hi. 
i=O 
Proof Estimate (48) immediately leads to the characterizations of 
B,(w) and B,(w)* via the Riesz representation theorem. Note that B*(w)* 
is the adjoint of B,(w). 1 
5. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
Let us now consider system (l)-(5) and introduce the following change 
of variables: u(x, t) = v(x, t) + w(x, t), where w( ., .) is the basic vector field 
constructed in Section 3. The regularity properties of this vector field will 
imply certain properties for the constants fi,j and fiZi used in Section 4. 
Namely, 
and 
DlO( ) E L2(0, 77; Bll, B12 < CfJ 
B20< a; P21(. ), P22(. ) E L2(0, n. 
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The problem is to find (v, q): Q x [0, T] :+ R* x R such that 
v,+v.Vv+v.Vw+w.Vv= -Vq+vAv+f, in Q x (0, T), (49) 
v.v=o in Q x (0, T), (50) 
v I dR = 0, (51) 
v-0 as (xl+coinOi,i=1,2, (52) 
v(x, 0) = 0, XEs2 (53) 
and 
s v.ndS=O. I- (54) 
Here, 
f,(x,t)=vAw-(w.Vw)-w,-VP. (55) 
Note that the support {f,,,} c G?. In fact f, E 0 for O,\fi,. Moreover, from 
(28) f, E L*(O, T; V’). 
A priori estimates for the solution can be obtained by assuming 
v E C’( [0, r]; D(A)) and sufficient decay at infinity. 
THEOREM 4. Let Sz be an admissible channel domain. Then the smooth 
solution v of the above problem satisfies the following a priori estimate: 
SUP ilv(., t)l&n)+v = IIvv(., N~2~n,dMW-, v, IiaIIzY’(o,T))* (56) 
fE co, n 
s 0 
Proof. We will begin with the result (v, Vq)L2cnj = 0, which holds for 
smooth solutions with sufficient decay. Taking the inner product by v in 
the governing equations we obtain 
+ NV, v, v) + v II Vv II :2(n) +b(v,w,v)+b(w,v,v)=(f,,v). 
(57) 
Lemmas (2) and (4) imply that 
b(v, v, v) = b(w, v, v) =O. 
Now, using estimate (47), 
I WV, w, v)l G P20 II v II Lqn) llvv II Lqi2) + (821 (t) + Bz(f)Nl v II &2)5 VVEV. 
(58) 
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Thus, by Young’s inequality, 
I b(v, w, v)l G f II vv II &a) + {P:olv+P21(t)+82*(f)}llVIl~Z~a), 
Similarly, using the properties for f,, 
I(f,,v>ldllf,Ilv IlWlL%2). 
Thus by Young’s inequality 
l(f,, v>lGi llvvllt;,,,+~ llf,“llZ~ VVEV. 
Combining results (57), (59), and (60), we obtain 
g II v II :2(n) + 2v II vv II &?) 
3 
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VVEV. 
(59) 
(60) 
Q v II vv II &a) + 2 ucolv + 821 (t) + 822 (t) > II v II 2(a) + i II f&v II :, 
Integrating with respect to t from 0 to t and noting that v(x, 0) = 0, we 
obtain 
s ’ II v( ., t)ll &a, + v 0 II Vv II &n) dt 
G ‘2(P:olv+Pz,(~)+B22(r))!lvilt~~n,d~+~~~ llfwll:~d~. I 0 
This gives (by Gronwall’s inequality) a priori estimate (56), which is 
known as the energy estimate. We note here that the constant 
Cl (T, v, II a IIH1(O, n) grows with T. 
LEMMA 8. The energy estimate (56) implies the following a priori 
estimate for the time derivative: 
s ,r /Iv,II:,dtGC3(T, v. lI~/l~qo,~~)~ (61) 
Proof: We will begin with the following evolution form obtained by 
projecting system (49)-(55) into the space H using the orthogonal 
projector P,, 
v,= -VA-B(v,v)-B,(w)v-B,(w)v+P,f,. 
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We have noted earlier that A E $P(V; V’). From (43) and (45) we deduce 
that- 
Thus 
s 
T II~,(~)~ll2,~~~d~(ll~~~(~)ll2~~o,~)+ m, +B:z)}llvll2L”(o,T:H). (62) 
0 
Similarly, from (47), 
Hence 
+ 2 { II 821( . )I1 tyo. T) + II P22 ( . )II tqo, T) 1 II v II t-co, T; H)’ 
(63) 
Thus we have 
- Av - I?, (w) v - B,(w) v E L’(O, T; V'), 
since v E L”(0, T, H) n L2(0, T; V) (due to the energy estimate (56)) and 
c1 E H’(0, T). Moreover, using the estimate (38) for B( ., .), 
jT II B(v, v)ll ts dt Q C jo= II v II :zcO) II Vv II &a) dr 
0 
Q C4 ( T3 v, II a II H1(O, d 
due to the energy estimate (56). Combining these results and noting that 
PHf, E L’(O, T; V’) we obtain the desired a priori estimate (61). 1 
6. UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
Let us define the function space 9 as 
S= {vd*(O, T; V);V,EL'(O, T; V')}. 
We then have the following embedding theorems. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let Q be an admissible channel domain. Then 
2’~ C(l3, Tl; W is continuous. Moreover, if v E 3, then 
0) 
d 
- (v, zLz~~) = (v,, ZL y dt 
in g(O, T)‘, Vz E V (64) 
and 
(ii) f-$ IlVll~*(n)= (vt,v)y’xv in g(O, T)‘, 
where g(O, T)’ is the space of distributions on (0, T). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 0 c 52 be an open subset with compact closure. Let 
fZ@ be defined as 
L?q) = {v E L2(0, T; H’(8)); V,E L2(0, T; (H’(Q))‘)}. 
Then 
(i) the embedding Z?* 4 C( [0, T]; L2(0)) is continuous and 
(ii) the embedding Z0 4 L’(O, c L*(O)) is compact. 
These theorems can be deduced from well-known and more general results 
on vector-valued distributions [IS]. 
Let us define a nonlinear map G( ., .) and the linear trace y0 as 
and 
G(v, a) = v, + vAv + B,(w) v + B2(w) v + B(v, v) - P,f, (66) 
Yo(V(*, t)) = vt.3 0). (67) 
DEFINITION 2. A vector valued distribution v is called a generalized 
solution corresponding to the data c1 if (v, ~1) E9’ x H’(0, T) and 
G(v, a) = 0 in 9( 10, T[; V’)‘, (68) 
Yo(V( *9 t)) = 0 in H. (‘39) 
Here 9(]0, T[; V’)’ is the class of V’-valued distributions on the interval 
(0, T). 
THEOREM 5 (Uniqueness Theorem). Let Q c R* be an admissible 
channel domain. Then the generalized solution is unique. 
ProoJ: We suppose that vl, v2 E Z correspond to data u E H’(0, T). 
Then 
G(v,, ~1) = G(v,, a) = 0 
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and 
Substracting the two equations and denoting vI - v2 := v we obtain 
v, + VAV + B,(w) v + BZ(W) v + B(v,, VI) - B(v,, v,) = 0 
and 
yo(v(., l)) = 0. 
Taking duality pairing with v we obtain 
(VI, v > v’x v+ va(v, v) + NV, w, v) + NW, v, v) 
fb(V,, v,, v)-b(v,, v2, v)=O. 
Due to the properties of b( ., ., .), the above equation simplifies to 
(vt, v)... .+v llwqn) + b(v, w, v) -I- b(v, VI, v) = 0. 
Proposition 4 stated above can now be used to take the time derivative 
out of the first term. This gives 
Using estimates (36) and (47) for the trilinear form, we obtain 
$ II v II &2) + 2v II vv II :2(n) 
B 2c II v II L>(O) II vv II L9) II vv 1 II L>(Q) 
+ 2Pzo II v II L2,R) II vv II LQ2) + 2 1 P*At)ll v II tqn). 
i= 1 
We will now use Young’s inequality on the first two terms on the right 
hand side to obtain 
$ II v II :2(Q) + 2% II vv II :2(n) 
G 2v II vv II :2(Q) + Cl/V II v II tqQ4 II VVI II :2(n) 
+ {~,p:,l~+821~~~+822~~~~ll~llL~~~)~ 
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Noting the v(x, 0) = 0, we integrate the inequality (after cancelling the 
second term on the left with the first term on the right) from 0 to t to 
obtain 
IIv(., t)lliqa)~ 
Ji 
’ %a:,+ IIVv,(.,t)lIt2~R))+821(~)+8*2(f) 0 v 
x II v( .T z)ll $(a) h. 
Noting that v, E L’(O, T; V) and p2i( .), pzz( .) E L’(O, T), we deduce by 
Gronwall’s inequality that v, = v2. 1 
7. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
THEOREM 6 (Existence Theorem). For each a~H’(0, T) with a(O)=O, 
there exists a unique v E d such that 
G(v, ~1) = 0 in 9(]0, T[; V’)’ 
and 
YO(V(.? t)) = 0 in H. 
Proof: Let 0, c O2 c ‘.. be bounded open subsets of D (see Fig. 5) 
such that 
kjJl @k = Q. 
In each of the subdomains we will solve the problem (vk, pk): 
Ok x [0, T]:+ R2 x R such that 
v~+vk.VVk+vk.VW+W.Vvk 
= -VP” + vAvk + f, in 0, x (0, T), 
v.v=o in @k x (0, T), 
vklm4=0, 
TjJgfj 
FIG. 5. Nested domains 8,. 
409/168/l-19 
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and 
Vk(X, 0) = 0, XE@k. 
In each of these subdomains O,, the solution vk satisfies the same a priori 
estimates with constants independent of the size of Ok, 
sup IIvkII LZ(&) + II vk II LZ(O, T;H’(&)) + II v: II L?O, T; (H’(&))‘J 
It [O.T] 
d C( T, v, II a II H~(O, d. (70) 
We can prove the existence of a unique generalized solution for the 
above system using Hof’s Galerkin construction. This gives us a sequence 
{vk}F=, E 3, if we extend each vk as zero outside ok. The fact that each 
of these weak solutions satisfies the same a priori estimate with constants 
independent of the size of Ok allows us to take the limit to find the 
generalized solution in Sz using the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let {v”} converge to v weakly in L2(0, T; V), weak star in 
L”(0, T, H) and strongfy in L’(O, T; L’(0,)). Then the equations 
G(vk, a)=0 in 9(0, T, V’)‘, Yo(Vk) = 0 in H, k= 1, 2, . ..! 
imply 
G(v, a) = 0 in 9(0, T; V’)‘, ye(v) = 0 in H. 
The initial data is realized continuously since 3 c C( [0, T]; H). 
Proof. We will establish the convergence of each term in the map 
G( ., .). Note first that the continuity of the embedding i%” c C( [0, T]; H) 
implies that 
v”( ., t) -+ v( ., t) in the weak topology of H, Vtcz [0, T-J. 
Hence, in particular, 
yo(v”( .) t)) = v”( .) 0) = 0 
converges to 
yo(v(., t))=v(.,O)=O. 
Now note that v” + v weakly in 3 implies the weak convergence of 
VT + v, in L*(O, T; V’) c 9(0, T, V’)‘. 
Now, the weak convergence of v” in 3 as well as the continuity and the 
closure properties of the Stokes operator A E Y(V; V’) imply that, Av, 
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converges weakly to Av in L2(0, T; V’). We will now consider the terms 
B,(w) v”, B,(w) v”, and B(v”, v”). In order to establish their convergence, 
we note that the restriction of v” to 0 c D gives us a uniformly bounded 
(independent of the size of 0 and n) sequence in 9. We then use the 
compactness of the embedding ?&, c L2(0, T; L’(O)) to conclude that 
v” + v strongly in L2(0, T; L’(O)), vo c SL. 
Let us consider a test function 4 E 9(0, T;j(O)). Then, for i = 1 or 2, 
foT (&(w)v”-&(w)v, 4) dt=joT (B,(w)(v”-v), 4) dt 
= oT ((V-v), B,(w)* r$) dt. 
I 
In Lemmas 3, 6, and 7 we characterized the operators B,(w)* = -B,(w), 
B,(w), and B,(w)*. We use these properties of Bi(w) and B,(w)* to deduce 
that 
/I 
oT CC”” - VI, B,(w)* 4 > dt G C( II a, II > T, “)II V” - V II ~2~0, r; LZ(~)) 4 0 
due to the strong convergence of v”. That is, 
Bi(w) v” + B;(w) v in 9(0, T;j(O)‘)‘, vo c I2. 
To complete the proof, we need to establish the convergence of the term 
B(v”, v”). Again consider a test function in 4 E 9(0, T;j(O)). We have 
i r(B(v,v)-B(v”,v”),I),.,.dt=Sr(B(v-v”,v),().,,.dt 0 0 
- s oT (B*(#, v-v’), v).,. Vdt. 
Here we have used the properties of B*( +, .) established earlier, We now 
use the estimates for B( ., .) and B*( ., .) to obtain 
T (B(v, v) - WV”, v”),4> v,x v dt 
Q c, I T 1) u - v, )I $) II vv - VV” II z/z:e, IIv II 2/2:e, II vv II 2/2:e, dt 0 
+ c2 foT (I v - v, 11 g, II vv - VV” II 2/2:e, II v” II Lqe) tit. 
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We will now use the Holder inequality and the fact that v and v” are 
uniformly bounded in d to obtain 
Ij r(B(v,v)-B(v”,v”),g)Y.xVdt 0 
G C( II v II T? II v” II s)ll v - V” II L2(0, T; L*(s)) -+ 0 
due to the strong convergence of v” in L2(0, T; L2(0)). We have thus 
shown that B(v,, v,) converges to B(v, v) in C#(O, T;j(O)‘)‘, VO c Q. 1 
8. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PERTURBATION PRESSURE 
Let us now prove a theorem concerning the perturbation pressure 
q( ., .) =p( ., .) - P( ., .). We should note that, acoording to our construc- 
tion in Section 3, the basic pressure field P(x, t) tends to infinity in each 
outlet Oi as 1x1 -b co. 
THEOREM 8. 3 a scalar distribution q E L2(0, T; L,,,(8)) such that 
(49)-(55) are satisfied in the sense of distributions. 
Proof Let us define a functional x E g(O, T; HP l(Q))’ by 
+ b(w, v, 4) + b( v, v, 4) - (f,, 4) > dt, V4 E WO, T; H:,(Q)), 
(71) 
where v is the generalized solution of (49)-(55), w is the basic field, 
B(O, r; HA(Q)) denotes the space of infinitely differentiable HA(Q)-valued 
vector fields of compact support in (0, T) and C#(O, T, H-‘(Q))’ denotes its 
dual space. Since v E 3, we can use the properties of the operators a( ., .), 
b( -3 ., .) to estimate 
G C( II v II 39 II a, II III 4 II rqo, T; H’(R)), Vqb E: 9(0, T; H;(Q)). (72) 
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Thus x E L’(O, T; H-‘(SZ)). Moreover, since v is the generalized solution, 
(71) gives 
t/d E 9(0, T; V). 
We now choose the test function in the special form 4(x, t) = i(t) $(x) with 
i(.)~Wo, T) and II/gV. Then (x, rCI>H-~o~.H~~Q~~~2(0, T) and
We conclude that the functional x E L*(O, r; H-i (52)) satisfies for almost 
all t E (0, T) 
with 
Now, it follows from a theorem of Tartar [27] that any functional that 
belongs to H-‘(Q) and annihilates the space V can be expressed as the 
gradient of a locally integrable function. Namely, 3q E L2(0, T; Lloc (52)) 
such that x = -Vq E L2(0, T; H-‘(G)). 1 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(I) For the class of channels considered in this paper, the pressure 
field tends to ( +_ ) infinity in each of the outlets and hence it does not make 
sense to pose the problem by prescribing the difference between upstream 
and downstream pressures instead of the flux rate a(t). However, for three 
dimensional channels with strictly divergent outlets, Solonnikov [21] 
has shown that a well-posed problem (for finite time) is obtained by 
prescribing either the pressure difference or the flux rate. Hence, for such 
channels, these two conditions are equivalent. 
(II) It is straightforward to generalize our results to domains with 
several outlets of constant width (Oi, di, i= 1, . . . . N) as shown in Fig. 6. In 
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FIG. 6. Channel with several outlets. 
this case we need to construct the solution of the heat equation in each 
outlet Oi, with the flux condition a,(t) such that Cr= 1 cl,(t) = 0. 
(III) Time dependent infinite-energy solutions for the Navier-Stokes 
equations for other problems in hydrodynamics such as the exterior 
problem have been studied in [9, 10,5]. The paper by Bemelmans [S] is 
of particular interest because of its utilization of powerful semigroup 
methods in a Banach space. 
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